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Dear Explorers,

Obstacles, complex conditions, and the behavior of inadequacy will 
prevail. Perhaps we may suggest that there are enormous and heavier 
forces that show in our routine activities, we call >life.

Frequently, we neglect to seek towards ourselves, our own 
understanding, and to value ourselves. It is nice to acknowledge that each 
expression educates another to illustrate themselves and to endure.

You and I can get substantially better by making significant steps and 
create an enjoyable present in this way of behavior. We had experience 
today! Not yesterday, not tomorrow, but right now. Grab your chance, 
search inside yourself, become to appreciate yourself, investigate yourself 
and claim what is within you >your internal strength.

I would love to address you for your appeal in 

The Internal Black Star

Ewell Juliana
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The Internal Black Star
ReflectSophia



"The curriculum of reflective wisdom, 
ReflectSophia".



The Internal Black Star stands for:

A lively way of learning, analyzing, and performing. 

An intimate quest for the significant achievement of your courage >your 
inner strength. Personal quest characterizes reflection. 

Reflection is the analysis of an organized observation of performance 
and feedback to a prepared result >Inflection of actions in a relationship 
between creating, obtaining and sustaining internal strength within the act 
of performing.
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"The curriculum of reflective wisdom, 
ReflectSophia".
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ReflectSophia

Meaning
The curriculum of reflective wisdom.

Decomposition into coherence
Curriculum: Your personal learning plan, to 
gain insights within your personal system.

Reflective: An image, a reflection of yourself, 
within your personal system. Your inner 
attitude.

Wisdom: The potential to make your thoughts, 
emotions and actions tangible. Your capability to 
create.

Terminology
The potential of inner attitude to create 
throughout your personal learning plan.
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Code of Conduct

The members of The Internal Black Star work according to X. rules of 
conduct. The purpose of this is to get and keep the behaviour of 
members and professionals within ethically desirable standards.

Code of conduct internal and external:

I. Make sure you feel safe and secure.
II. Respect is perceptible in your attitude.

III. Choose to operate at the highest level.
IV. Be clear within your actions.
V. Take an anti-discriminatory attitude.

VI. Be aware of your own words, attitude and actions.
VII. Be alert to privacy-sensitive information.

VIII. Check your own quality regularly. You do this through 
reflection.

IX. Act according to the law of your environment.
X. Be important at all times.

ReflectSophiaThe Internal Black Star
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Foundation

I realized the foundation of The Internal Black Star between 1994 and 
2000. In critical conditions, the sole path out is to manage your strength, 
which is the base of the foundation. The potential within >Energy. 

In crucial conditions, I meant the living conditions that eclipse your 
process of understanding, feeling, and creating. Your attitude. Generated 
strength influences attitude to adjust something and to make something. 

I need an effective part to manage my strength and to provoke this 
energy. This necessary part is demand. Your understanding managed 
demand and behavior.

Reasoning and behavior are a view of personality and its effect on your 
routine actions. How one views development is the way one moves. The 
direction we determine is the direction we lead. In both terms, the 
decision takes the lead. 

To decide to take a step, it takes courage. Your willpower determines 
the size, length, and depth of your courage. The clearer your willpower, 
the greater your courage and the firmer your steps are in development.

ReflectSophiaThe Internal Black Star
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The Internal Black Star concentrates further on the internal than the 
external. However, the external is not ignored, because you are part of this 
way of life and life is part of your presence. Everything carries a 
relationship with each other. Everything applies to a wholesome, and we 
arrange this whole into divisions in our expectations. 

The question is, what can you reply to this whole? Are you conscious 
of your strength? Where do you need to go? Are you ready to take 
significant steps?

The Internal Black Star looks at possibilities. Possibilities to Create, 
Obtain and Sustain. The internal sphere and external sphere examines 
opportunities within the personal system.

Personal system
The personal system is its ordered whole, its composition of parts 
>internal sphere and external sphere. A private system devised within the 
universal law. We are united. We are part of everything, and everything is 
in us as structure.

Internal sphere
The internal sphere is the space and volume within your thoughts, which 
you have created. The expansion that you take >by yourself, within the 
discipline of your thoughts. What you appreciate and fantasize about.

ReflectSophiaThe Internal Black Star
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Your internal system, in which you move. You can direct thoughts, 
give direction and ultimately make them tangible. Members of The 
Internal Black Star work in a certain way.

Details are important in this way of working. Details within the mind. 
The motive behind your train of thought. Motive is something personal. 
The Internal Black Star is mystical, because they share precisely not 
everything to achieve certain goals. There is a certain line of thought 
within The Internal Black Star and it read as:

‘’ From silence, I work. Within the space of silence, I create 
reality. I move on in silence. I reflect in silence. ‘’

The strength of the outside influences your way of thinking, feeling, and 
performing. The power from the inside affects the forces from the 
outside, so it is important not to share everything and or to say 
something. 

There will always be outside interests and are ready to take over if you 
are not considerate. The Internal Black Star is not spontaneous relief, but 
a conscious choice to act in a certain way. A way of thinking, feeling, and 
creating. Be aware of your appearance, be aware of your attitude!

ReflectSophiaThe Internal Black Star
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External sphere
The external sphere is a combination of stimuli, triggers, and external 
circumstances. This combination of stimuli, triggers and circumstances 
affects your focus, willpower and the outcome of your creation. 

The external sphere acts by your attitude towards yourself and 
towards another within and/or outside your system. 

To understand part of the external sphere, it is important to supervise and 
manage your radiation. In this way, you attract certain and targeted parts 
of the external sphere.

The external sphere demands your perspective on spaces that are 
visible and invisible systems out of your reach, that vividly exert forces on 
your system and, thus, your internal sphere. 

Do you wish to be out of control? Do you prefer circumstances to 
determine your path? Or do you want to have power over your thinking, 
feeling, and performing? 

Stop reading for a moment and ask yourself, what do I choose? …

ReflectSophiaThe Internal Black Star
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Resume
The foundation of The Internal Black Star is based on the investigation of 
self-power; your attitude, your perspective on yourself in your 
environment and the endless ability to create >making your thoughts 
tangible, through advanced willpower, that overshadows your fears.

The Internal Black Star expresses thoughts that have become tangible. 
And yes, part of The Internal Black Star is mystical, because there are 
outside forces and or behaviours (ways of thinking and or motives) that 
you cannot dominate, but cooperate with.

Believe in yourself, express yourself, and create. You and I are 
creators in our routine exercises that we call > life.

ReflectSophiaThe Internal Black Star
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Symbol
The symbol of The Internal black Star reflects the various territories 
within the philosophical principles of the organization. The symbol tells 
more than M (1000) words. 

The symbol carries a combination of different emotions because the 
symbol comes from different emotions and specific aspects of 
visualizations. In this book, we dissect the symbol into III segments. In 
this way, the symbol is described in words, but again the symbol says more 
than M words and the image of the symbol is decisive per person. The 
symbol is used to generate senses and illustrate motivation. Below is the 
symbol of The Internal Black Star:

ReflectSophiaThe Internal Black Star
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I. Appearance

II. Body

III. Black Mass

Symbol of The Internal Black Star


